
ANDY

The Austin-based frontman, songwriter and guitar aficionado Andy
Macintyre announces his new EP, Melomania. Andy approached Grammy-

nominated mixing engineer Tim Palmer (Pearl Jam, U2, Tears for Fears,
Blue October) with a batch of demo songs and was ecstatic to have Tim
work with him on this new project. Recording at Wire Recording studio
with Stuart Sullivan (Sublime, Meat Puppets, Jimmie Vaughan) and Eric

Harrison at Studio 601 (MGMT, Capital Cities, Jason Isbell) , Andy
captured what he feels is the best album of his career.  
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"Andy has a unique voice, said
Tim Palmer. “I don't think he

sounds like anyone else... and I
believe there are really strong

songs on this album [EP].”

“This dude can play a mean
Stratocaster,” said Gary Clark Jr.

“I realized that I needed to go
practice, after meeting this dude.”  

For this new EP, Andy decided to take what he loved about rock and the blues and
turn it upside down to create his own unique “genre-bending” sound. Working with

fellow rockers Jacqui Walker, Lauren Silva, and Texas guitar legend Van Wilks, Andy
has put together a release that is set to bring a unique spin on rock & roll.

“Andy’s got a style that’s definitely rooted in the blues, [but] he can sway into the rock category,
he can sway into the country category, and not everybody can do that,” said Kris Krishna

(management for Gary Clark Jr.). “He’s definitely one of those guys you either got it or you don’t
and he’s one of those guys that got it.”  

MELOMANIA  
TRACK LIST: 
1) COCOON (FEAT. JACQUI
WALKER) 
2) MELOMAN 
3) SOUL SURVIVOR  
4) JUICE 
5) DUMB 
6) BLU MOON (FEAT. VAN
WILKS AND LAUREN SILVA)
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